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Before a NASA space shuttle crew takes off into outer space, a series of "goes" contained in a check list must be configured to minimize catastrophic failures, and to maximize the success of the mission and its safe return. In the world of Wire EDM professionals, the mission is very similar to NASA's, in minimizing scrap rate and in maximizing quality (i.e. meeting customer specifications). That is the challenge to each Wire EDM operator and tool designer. Before the Wire EDM operator gives it a "go" (starts his machine cycle), there is a responsible and lengthy check list of concerns, which if not checked off could result in scrapping the work at hand. Some of these concerns are:

- workpiece perpendicularity
- workpiece home coordinate reference
- workpiece type (material conductivity factor)
- workpiece cross section
- wire size
- wire guide height
- wire feed rate
- wire tension
- P-M of wire guides
- P-M of wire power take-offs
- Dielectric value of the de-ionized water
- Water flushing controls
- Water flushing positioning
- Temperature of the water
- Temperature of the surrounding environment (room temperature)
- Machine coordinate resolution (X, Y, U, V, Z axis)
- Machine power settings
- Machine surface feed rate.

High Preparation, High Cost

The cost per hour normally associated with Wire EDM work ranges from $50 to $100 per hour. Maintaining the check list requires added operator time and preventive maintenance time. In addition to these added cost factors, the tool cost (the cost of the brass wire that is used during burning) is higher per piece machined when compared to any other machining process such as turning, milling, lapping, honing, polishing, and grinding. These high costs associated with Wire EDMing command highly trained, experienced Wire EDM operators, to ensure machining success. Their ability to program a proper sequence for the wire path is very dependent upon this check list. Once the check list checks out, it's a "go", and the programmed path of the wire is O.K., and if dimensional stability is not met on part size, then one is likely experiencing the phenomenon of work-piece instability. Dimensional stability is one of the most challenging problems for the Wire EDM operator. This occurrence happens quite often when Wire EDMing hardened steels and trying to deal with tolerances specified by customers who require tolerances of ±.0001" (within tenths).

Wire EDM Machine Manufacturers' Efforts

A great deal of design effort has been spent by Wire EDM machine manufacturers in efforts to counter or minimize the instability effects of workpiece movements. Stabilization features are very much a part of the equipment offered by wire EDM manufacturers today. These features attempt to regulate and compensate wire burning action. The results appear to smooth out (stabilize) the values during burning. The Wire EDM operator must be aware that machine stabilization features cannot fully overcome workpiece instability.
Explaining The Workpiece Instability Effect

To demonstrate the phenomenon of workpiece movement during Wire EDM, it's helpful to use the analogy of comparing a tin cup containing pencils to a hardened steel workpiece. The outside shape of a workpiece (the skin) is much like a tin cup, while what is inside of the workpiece (the microstructure) is much like the content of pencils in the tin cup. Unstable hardened steel comes with an inherent compressed microstructure similar to a tin cup that has one too many pencils jammed inside. The tin cup or the external skin of the workpiece is highly stressed just like the tin cup the steel parts surface (skin) does not want to yield to these stresses and is not elastic. What happens during Wire EDM burning is that you are removing stock from the outside of the skin surface of the steel workpiece. In doing so, you are allowing the workpiece to move (or warp). The stresses internally are trying to reposition, to try to find equilibrium, and like the tin cup, this weakening or shaving of its wall thickness can distort the cup's shape when pencils are jammed tightly inside.

This problem is not just an experience that occurs during Wire EDM burning (causing spark out problems), but one which can also show up during RAM EDMing (causing excessive back-up during finish burning), and again during grinding (causing bowing).

Achieving Workpiece Stability

To ensure that hardened steel will not move during Wire EDMing, a heat treatment solution is called for. And more specifically, a heat treatment that uses a deep cryogenic step (-320°F) as an "extended quench" between the post-austenitizing quench and the first temper. This deep freezing of steel at this stage of heat treatment will result in a steel's most stable microstructure following tempering.

Explaining The Workpiece Stability Effect

To demonstrate the stable workpiece action, it is useful once again to employ the analogy of the tin cup containing pencils to a hardened steel workpiece. But, this time, the hardened steel workpiece was heat treated with the "extended quench" i.e. the deep cryogenic treatment at -320°F, which produces a stable microstructure. This stable microstructure is accompanied by low internal stresses much like a tin cup that had one too many pencils in it, until you pulled one out, relieving the stress. The pencils then are loosely held within the cup. During Wire EDM burning, when stock is removed on the outside skin of the steel workpiece, the inside pressure forces do not push outward, thus warping the part's surface, much as the tin cup's wall weakens - it does not distort its shape, because the pencils are loose, without pushing outward on the inside wall surface.
Case Study Demonstrating Dimensional Stability

A.J. Goddard, President of Goddard Enterprises, a machine shop in Boulder, CO, reports: "In the Wire EDM process you are sometimes required to make small intricate parts that would otherwise be nearly impossible to make. Some of these parts have tolerances of + or - .0002", and a finish of 16 rms. One of the parts we make is a 440sst Rc58-60 load comb for the computer disc drive industry, with a surface profile of + or - .0002", and finish of 16 or better in some areas (see photo). During the roughing burn, parts would tend to warp up .001" either direction, and subsequent finishing passes would not clean up the parts to tolerance. To obtain these tolerances and finishes, we found the need to first rough the part and then go back and do several finishing passes. These passes are usually only a few tenths of a thousand (.0002""). If the part has moved more than a few tenths, it usually means the part has to be scrapped. In the past, to stabilize the material, we would do a triple draw during heat treating. This helped the warpage problem, but the hardness dropped below the desired results. Another way we tried to compensate for the part moving, was to add several roughing cuts. This worked, but if you have ever been around a Wire EDM, you know it is not a fast process, and this would increase the run time 30%. There was also more time required to program the added cuts. After trying cryogenic treatment, the hardness was good, and we could go a single rough-cut with 3 finish cuts. This really simplifies the whole process, and the scrap rate was reduced to near nothing."

Adding To The Wire EDM Checklist

As a Wire EDM operator, before you start your machine cycle you should ask the question: "Has my hardened workpiece been cryogenically treated during heat treatment?" It should be, to minimize the risk of scrapping the work at hand. So, you should add to your Wire EDM checklist the requirement that all hardened workpieces be cryogenically treated as a standard practice for Wire EDM application. If your heat treater doesn't have the proper equipment to perform an "extended quench", (deep-cryogenics) during the heat treat process, you should find one that does.